
Lake Jackson Soccer Club Game Rescheduling Policy 

Coaches are responsible for rescheduling games in which an extreme conflict exists and in some cases 

rainouts.  Lake Jackson Soccer Club will only make schedule changes in the case of extreme 

conflicts.  For example, if one player is not available, we will not change the schedule.    

Rainout Rescheduling Responsibility 

 U6 BYSA Rec LJSC Spring HYSA 

Fall Coach Automatic ------------------ Automatic U11+ 

Coach U8-U10 

Spring Coach ----------------- Automatic if entire week was 
rained out 

Coach 

 

In the rare instance, there is an unavoidable conflict or a coach initiated rainout reschedule  needs 

to be completed, the opposing coach should be contacted to discuss rescheduling the game.  Both 

coaches should check the schedule for both girls and boys and make sure there is a field available 

on a mutually acceptable day and time.  Basically, the two coaches must agree upon a mutually 

acceptable day, time and field to reschedule the game before sending a request to the  referee 

scheduler for all age groups except U6.   

Fall  

U6 reschedules and rainouts are to be rescheduled by the coaches with a communication to the U6 

age group manager to reserve the field. 

 

For BYSA games in Lake Jackson, the Lake Jackson referee scheduler (http://ljsoccer.org/board-of-

directors/) should be contacted.  If the game is at another location, the referee scheduler for that 

club needs to be contacted.  After the referee scheduler confirms they can cover the game, a 

request should be sent to the age group manager with the new time, date, and reason for 

reschedule and both coaches must be copied on the request sent to the Age Group Manager.  

 

HYSA will not reschedule games in the Fall except for rainouts which are automatically rescheduled. 

 

Spring 

U6 reschedules and rainouts are to be rescheduled by the coaches with a communication to the U6 

age group manager to reserve the field. 

 

For LJSC Spring Season games, the Lake Jackson referee scheduler (http://ljsoccer.org/board-of-

directors/) should be contacted.   



HYSA will reschedule some games in the spring in the case of extreme conflict.   For HYSA games 

played on a BYSA field, the BYSA referee scheduler (http://www.bysa.us/contact-us.html) should be 

contacted.  If the game is at another location, the referee scheduler for that club needs to be 

contacted.   

After the referee scheduler confirms they can cover the game, a request should be sent to the age 

group manager with the new time, date, and reason for reschedule and both coaches must be 

copied on the request sent to the Age Group Manager. 

   

 If the age group manager agrees with the request, it will be forwarded to the person responsible 

for the scheduling (Fall BYSA Scheduler, Spring HYSA Scheduler, Spring Recreation - LJSC Scheduler). 

Games will not be rescheduled if the request is received less than 4 days from the respective play 

date. If approved, the game will be modified in the system and notification sent by the age group 

manager to the affected coaches for the communication to the respective teams.  

  

Also, please keep in mind that the entire schedule is set up to help with accommodating referee 

availability.  You may see fields open for play at better times of the day, but referee scheduling is 

also factored into scheduling. 

 

 

 

Adopted by LJSC Board of Directors on October 3, 2016  

 


